
MN AUTONETICS APP

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.softit.autonetics&hl=en_ZA&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/za/app/monitor-net-mn-autonetics/id1466204922
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ABOUT MN AUTONETICS
MN AUTONETICS APP

Practical experience and technology are combined in this one-of-a-kind mobile tool. From local information, receiving an alarm and CCTV alerts, having an SOS button, 
controlling your alarm or CCTV platform up to knowing where your loved ones are, make our custom mobile APP the most powerful in the security industry. The powerful “MN 
Autonetics” features include; (subject to service level)

ALARM CONTROL

 CCTV AI CONTROL

 SWITCH CONTROL

TRACK DEPENDENTS

INFORMATION

ALARM NOTIFICATIONS

CCTV AI NOTIFICATIONS

SOS
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ALERT, ATTENTIVE, SMART, RESPONSIVE SECURITY
LOOK-OUTS

NEWSFEED

CRIME STATS

Notifying you of crime happening in your area and what to be 
on the lookout for. 

Get the latest news and events on what Monitor Net is up to. 

Get criminal trends, whilst being updated with crime and
crime types in your area. 

PRODUCT PROMOS

REQUEST A TECHNICIAN

CONTACT

A dedicated page for product specials and discounts.

Should you need technical assistance simply request a 
technical call through your mobile APP. 

A quick platform to contact Monitor Net. 
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POWERFUL MN AUTONETICS APP FEATURES
ALARM CONTROL SWITCH CONTROL

CCTV AI CONTROL

TRACK DEPENDENTS

No more stressful moments when you start 
doubting, far away from home, whether you 
armed your security system or not – and if, what 
now?

With Monitor Net’s mobile APP, you can 
effortlessly view your alarm system’s status and 
further be in full control be it to arm or disarm 
per partition (area), bypass zones and more.

Apart from your alarm control, this unique 
feature allows the user to remotely arm or 
disarm the CCTV Artificial Intelligence intrusion 
detection platform, be it all cameras or 
individual cameras.

It is a natural instinct for parents and spouses 
to be protective and so normal to sometimes 
have that uneasy feeling not knowing where the 
kids or your spouse are especially teenagers 
going out at night or not knowing if your spouse 
left work.
 
Monitor Net’s Track Dependent feature allows 
you to quickly see the whereabouts of the loved 
one’s phone without any disturbance to them.

This feature has multiple applications, as 
you can control a variety of switches.

SWITCH LIGHTS
For some, this is a daunting experience 

as low light or dark spots instinctively 
heightens the tension and accelerates 

your heart rate. With Monitor Net’s 
EASC APP you can lower your heart rate 

and feel more secure when you 
remotely activate your outside flood 
lights before arriving home at night. 

CONTROL DOORS
How many times did we wish we had a 
magic wand to open a gate or door as 

Ernie misplaced his key and arrived 
home from school, you forgot your 

domestic worker is working today or 
out of town cousin, Rachel is standing 

on the porch. But who needs a key, with 
an electronic gate/door system you 

don’t need to rush home nor reluctantly 
give a key to the next-door neighbour, 
simply open and lock your door using 

Monitor Net’s EASC APP wand.
 

… and more
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
SOS

Protect yourself when you have left 
the safety of your home. Simply 
press the panic button on our 
mobile APP and a tactical team 
will be dispatched to come to your 
aid in pinpoint accuracy wherever 
you are - be it traveling home from
 the office or out shopping.

ALARM ALERTS

MEDICAL EMERGENCY

In a medical emergency, simply request 
medical assistance on our mobile APP. 
Our qualified EMS team will be 
immediately alerted to your location. 
A medical officer will provide telephonic 
assistance until the team arrives on site.

Our automated notification will immediately inform you of an 
alarm activation/s as it occurs with the added benefit of 

securely canceling the dispatched response unit in the event 
of accidental activation.

CCTV AI ALERTS

CCTV AI intrusion detection will send an automated video/clip 
intrusion notification/s as it occurs with the added benefit of 
securely canceling the dispatched response unit in the event 

of accidental activation.
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OTHER FEATURES
PANEL LOG

DEPENDENT SETTINGS

VEHICLE SETTINGS

ALERT AND SOUND SETTINGS 

ALARM ZONE  SETTINGS

PERSONAL SETTINGS

LOGIN AND PIN SETTINGS

CCTV APPS

LIGHT AND DARK THEMES
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APP SUBSCRIPTION TYPES
NON SUBSCRIPTION USER EASC USER

- LOOK OUTS 

- CRIME STATS 

- NEWS FEED

- PROMO PRODUCTS

- CONTACT PAGE

- REQUEST A TECHNICIAN

LOOK OUTS -

CRIME STATS  -

NEWS FEED -

PROMO PRODUCTS -

 CONTACT PAGE -

 REQUEST A TECHNICIAN -

ALARM NOTIFICATIONS -

 CCTV AI NOTIFICATIONS -

SOS -

ALARM CONTROL- 

CCTV AI CONTROL -

SWITCH CONTROL -

TRACK DEPENDENTS -

BASIC RATE USER

- LOOK OUTS 

- CRIME STATS 

- NEWS FEED

- PROMO PRODUCTS

- CONTACT PAGE

- REQUEST A TECHNICIAN

- ALARM NOTIFICATIONS

- SOS



We say we are alert, attentive, smart, responsive security – 
and we are – because our solutions are realistic. Practical experience and technology are combined with 

a focus on the right reaction; in real time; to ensure that our response to your situation is spot on.


